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Readers who enjoyed the first book in the Legends of Eerie-onSea series, Malamander, will be excited to return to this world.
New and interesting characters are introduced while keeping
the main cast of characters that appeared in book one. A new
map and black-and-white illustrations throughout add aesthetic
appeal. The main plot is captivating and satisfyingly resolved.
Parts of the overarching storyline that were mentioned in the
previous book are fleshed out a bit more. Yet, some aspects are
still not resolved, leaving readers ready for the third and final
installment in the series.
During an unusually strong storm, Eerie-on-Sea’s resident
beachcomber, Mrs. Fossil, finds a fish-shaped bottle that contains
a mysterious light. Emotions run high when Mrs. Fossil, the
museum curator and the fisherfolk all lay claim to the ancient
find. As the lost-and-founder of the Grand Nautilus Hotel, Herbie
Lemon is charged with determining the rightful owner. As Herbie
and his best friend, Violet, set out to learn more, they discover
that the mythical sea monster known as Gargantis is very real
and has been causing the storms. The giant creature is searching
for the light in the bottle, and it’s up to Herbie to reunite it with
Gargantis to save the town from being destroyed.
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